IARNA launches the UK’s most advanced control panel and Linux
hosting facilities
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IARNA the web-hosting company today announces that, following its successful merger with the global
Hostway corporation, it is re-launching its website along with a range of new services. These include
SiteControl 3.0, a web-based management tool and for the first time, a comprehensive suite of Linux based
web-hosting services. To date the company’s services have been Windows or Unix based but it has
recently configured its servers to run the Linux operating system - Red Hat 7.2.

SiteControl 3.0

SiteControl 3.0 is the UK’s most advanced web-hosting control tool and will give customers advanced
usability functions including an improved interface, delivering enhanced navigation across the
SiteControl 3.0 application. The tool has been re-designed for optimum scalability, speed and stability.
Many more simultaneous users can be supported and manage their websites at any time and from anywhere
that they have access to the web. The improvements to the management tool will include:

·

Centralised email and enhanced domain name management through one user interface

·

Real time updates to accounts and features in just a few clicks

·
A new usage monitor that allows users to check disc, traffic and other usage data in real
time

·
StoreBuilder, a tool that enables users to create a fully working ecommerce store and manage
inventory from a simple Interface

·
DNS/MX record manager, which allows users to modify critical domain name information
automatically without recourse to the numbered Internet Protocol
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Linux packages

IARNA has configured its servers to run Red Hat Linux version 7.2 to take account of the growing
popularity of the open-source platform with existing customers. It is offering a new comprehensive suite
of Linux packages to include new features such as improved reliability and enhanced email management.
Mission critical information is supported by MySQL databases and PHP version 4, so that fully interactive
web pages can be created and structured, giving end-users a richer website experience.

Robert Lovell, CEO at IARNA said: “IARNA is committed to continually adding and updating its product
set. Our aim is to offer technologies to our customers that are both cutting edge and affordable. By
investing heavily in research and development and launching SiteControl 3.0 and an entire set of Linux
hosting packages we believe that we are delivering on these core objectives.”

For further information, please contact:
Zoë Harley / Kirstie Young / Tim Banks
Midnight Communications
Tel: 01273 666200
E-mail: iarna@midnight.co.uk

About IARNA

IARNA, part of the Hostway Corporation, was founded in 1999 as a business-hosting specialist, providing
technology led web hosting, dedicated server management and co-location to a wide range of clients. The
company has offices in London and operates a docklands data centre with the Easynet Group plc. The
company services some 15,000 clients, including Motorola, Lucent Technologies, Toshiba, Haymarket and
Radio Taxis.
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